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Planning Engineer
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Company: Dunapack Packaging

Location: Adana

Category: other-general

QUALIFICATIONS

Bachelor’s Degree in the relevant engineering department, (preferably industrial engineer)

At least 2 years of experience in planning,

Fluent communication skills in English both written and verbal,

Good command of MS Office Programs,

Dynamic, strong communication and organization skills,

Excellent analytical skills with a good planning attitude,

No travel restrictions,

Preferably, resident in Adana.

JOB DESCRIPTION 

We are pleased to announce an exciting opportunity for our valuable candidates! As

Dunapack Packaging, we are announcing a vacancy for the position of Planning Engineer to

take our commitment to diversity and equality one step further by supporting female

candidates.

In line with the objectives of gender equality and women's economic empowerment,

preference will be given to female candidates with equal skills and qualifications. Dunapack

Packaging supports women's empowerment in all aspects and upholds the principles of
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inclusivity and equality.

Deducting the products from the system in line with the production reports coming from the

production, preparing the production and paper reports,

Checking the job sequences remaining in production daily,

Planning by ordering the work according to the urgency of the incoming orders,

Combining the products to be produced according to the deadlines,

Give directions by producing the information in which factory the incoming order will be

produced most efficiently,

Compare the estimated plans with the actual plans, report the reports containing the

analysis method and cause-effect relationships with planning suggestions, and prepare

the next estimated plans by constantly considering the results and taking the necessary

measures,

Carry out studies on the optimization of production operations, efficiency, and performance

calculations,

Contributing to the preparation of annual target determination and supporting the preparation

of budget calculations,

Management of raw material stocks with collaboration of procurement department.

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,

religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity,
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